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About ARtGLASS
ARtGLASS Ltd. is a purely Czech pro-export corporation that is growing dynamically without foreign capital. the 
company operates in 45 global markets and is continuously working towards entering new ones with humility 
and respect. ARtGLASS has been active in the market for 25 years with great success, and has the vision to become 
a world producer of original and design-led lighting made from high-quality materials with a high proportion of 
manual craftsmanship. the company currently employs around 100 qualified employees and works very closely 
with renowned Czech glassmakers and world-famous designers. ARtGLASS‘s great strength is the company‘s in-
house team of progressive designers, whose original and unique ideas in terms of high-quality design now adorn 
countless interiors around the world. After 25 years of continuous development it is currently possible to divide 
the production programme at ARtGLASS Ltd. into three branches: firstly, the production of traditional Czech 
crystal chandeliers – we are a proud foliower of more than 500 years of tradition in chandelier production in the 
Czech Republic; secondly, custom lighting – lighting projects for private residences, religious buildings (churches, 
temples, mosques), restaurants, hotels, etc. We offer our clients a comprehensive solution for lighting, from the 
design and consultation phase through to advice and assembly. We have a specially trained team of assemblers 
who install our products in clients‘ premises around the world. Finally, modern design collections – our original 
vision of transforming a project installation into a smaller model that will suitably complement a modern home. 
these contemporary design collections are displayed in all their glory in our new „Vision“ catalogue, which can  
be downloaded at www.artglass.cz.
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PRoduCtion
ARTGLASS is constantly investing in its development, new technologies and the skills of its employees. Lighting 
designs and models are created in our own design studio, which is equipped with state of the art technology. 
Using 3D software we are able to visualise the entire installation in its interior. We then elaborate on this proposal 
down to the last detail, including the preparation of technical documentation for production itself. We can be 
proud of the fact that the majority of the manufactured parts are the result of work by our skilled craftsmen. The 
company has a modern metal workshop where our specialists are able to construct even the most demanding 
metal structures for our installations.

ARTGLASS cooperates with most Czech glassworks, both in the production of chandeliers with classic trimmings 
or when working on special installations.  Our lighting installations use modern lighting technology and lighting 
control to enhance the beauty of our glass while meeting all the lighting requirements of the room. All of our 
products meet the required standards and regulations and are certified by renowned global testing laboratories. 
Our goal is to introduce the beauty of Czech glass and the art of our people, whose work we are so proud of, to 
the whole world.
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intRoduCinG SNOWFLOWER
FRom ARt oF nAtuRE CoLLECtion

this lighting fixture represents purity and the birth of life, locked in a neverending cycle. the inspiration for this 
design was a spring flower that comes to life at the end of winter, symbolising the approach of spring. Snowflower is 
constructed out of overlapping glass petals. the centre of the light, which represents the heart of the flower, features 
crystal trimmings and chains.
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intRoduCinG MaNhattaN
FRom PARtiCLES CoLLECtion

manhattan is a ceiling installation inspired by the city’s silhouette, a city landscape full of modern skyscrapers. it consists 
of a number of detailed glass and metal elements that refer to the technical construction of the modern period. the 
play on individual, triangular-like elements reminiscent of beam construction has an extraordinary charm.
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GREAt bRitAin
PRiVAtE RESidEnCE 

We have a private residence in the uK equipped with a combination of custom-made and residential 
lighting fixtures. the main element of the staircase interior is a custom made 6 meter high cascade 
lighting fixture. individual cascades have irregular edges formed by shining trimmings that evoke 
overflowing water. the other rooms of the residence were equipped with smaller trimmings fixtures 
that underline the exquisite design of the entire mansion.
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intRoduCinG VIENNa
beautiful chandelier from our collection of classic crystal lighting fixtures with designs that perpetuate 
the bohemian tradition. the combination of glass and metal elements together form the perfect 
lighting fixture that has been sought-after for generations.
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